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Bridge, Oxford, which is crossed by an average of twenty
cyclists a minute in a sixteen-hour day. The heaviest traffic in an
industrial area is on the Great West Road at the G.W.R.
bridge near Brentford, where the daily average of vehicles
crossing was some 22,000.
the new stamps
The new stamps are generally well liked by the public for the
absence of dolphins, scrolls, frames, and fussy decoration.
Artists vent their irritation in letters to The Times, complaining
that in such a matter an artist and not a photographer should
have been invited. Cynics, not unmindful of the many sensa-
tional rumours of His Majesty's personal intentions published
in American newspapers, note that the King's head is turned
towards the darkness and away from the light.
war amongst the insects
Twenty-one million wasps have been collected in east
Hungary, where they are a pest, to wage war on the deadly
caterpillar which ravages the pine-woods of Canada. The vast
air force was appropriately dispatched by aeroplane.
Thursday 3	the king in gallipoli
Early in the morning the Turkish destroyers Adapepe and
Kojapepe met the Nahlin off Imbros, and General Fahrettin
went aboard bearing a message from Kamal Atatxirk welcoming
King Edward to Turkish waters. The ships then proceeded to
Sedd-ul-Bahr, where the King landed at 11.30. As they passed
the spot where H.M.S. Goliath was sunk, a wreath was cast
into the sea from the Adapepe. The King spent two hours
visiting and laying wreaths at the cemeteries and battlefields in
the southern part of the Gallipoli peninsula.
palestine
There was a clash between an Arab band and British troops
ten miles to the north-west of Nablus, resulting in six British
and sixteen Arab casualties* An aeroplane crashed, and both
occupants were killed.
end of the dry spell
In London a fortnight of rainless weather has ended. The
day's total of 0*09 inches was the highest since 10 August.
Friday 4	the king at istanbul
In lovely weather the Nahlin anchored off Istanbul. King
•idward, looking sunburnt and very well, was met by Kamal
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